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Abstract

Biological sequences consist of A C G and T in a DNA structure and contain vital

information of living organisms. The development of computing technologies, especially NGS

technologies have increased genomic data at a rapid rate. The increase in genomic data presents

significant research challenges in bioinformatics, such as sequence alignment, short-reads error

correction, phylogenetic inference, etc. Next-generation high-throughput sequencing

technologies have opened new and thought-provoking research opportunities. In particular,

Next-generation sequencers produce a massive amount of short-reads data in a single run.

However, these large amounts of short-reads data produced are highly susceptible to errors, as

compared to shotgun sequencing. Therefore, there is a peremptory demand to design fast and

more accurate statistical and computational tools to analyze these data. This research presents a

novel and robust algorithm called HaShRECA for genome sequence short reads error correction.

The developed algorithm is based on a probabilistic model that analyzes the potential errors in

reads and utilizes the Hadoop-MapReduce framework to speed up the computation processes.

Experimental results show that HaShRECA is more accurate, as well as time and space efficient

as compared to previous algorithms.
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1. Introduction

1.1 . Chapter Overview

This chapter describes the motivation factors, general introduction, research goals and

objectives and research methodology used for conducting research on distributed computing for

short reads error correction tools and algorithms. The chapter summarizes research contributions

and also describes thesis organization.

1.2 . Motivation

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies generate massive amounts of data in a

single run i.e. DNA sequences. Currently, these technologies generate high-quality short-reads

data that are much shorter than traditional Sanger sequencing technology. NGS technologies

include Illumina / Solexa [1], Roche \ 454 Life Sciences [2] and Applied Biosystems [3]. These

technologies not only increase the efficiency but also incite tremendous growth in DNA

sequencing applications e.g. the 1000 genomes project [4].

There is high demand for DNA sequence analysis, but the computations and output analysis

of current sequence analyzer machines require a large amount of memory which is not feasible

i.e. some studies show requirements of more than one terabyte. In addition, the size of biological

datasets are also rapidly increases, because the data is not only collected from more individuals

but also from more environments.

Moreover, single threaded applications face an issue with lengthy processes that these must

be completed prior the other process to begin. Designing and building such applications are

simple because all operations are serialized. It shows that there is only one thread of execution at

a time. However, it is very useful to have multiple threads that run simultaneously based on

timesharing. A uni-processor machine executes one instruction only at a time. Therefore, if a

multithreaded application runs on a uni-processor machine, then it is impossible to achieve the

advantages of pure parallelization because it wastes most of the time in context switching
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between the threads (thrashing). But if a multithreaded application runs on the multiprocessor

machine, then it is possible and advantageous to run more threads concurrently. It is obvious that

in the present era approximately all the individuals and organizations are equipped with the

computing systems embedded with multiple CPU’s.

The above reasoning about biological data and computing machines motivates us to design

parallel, multithreaded and distributed algorithms. It is also clear that computational biology

needs a long run solution (s) to cope with the challenging problem (s) involved. Particularly, to

speed up the computation processes, require less memory and utilize the available resources

efficiently.

1.3 . Introduction

Bioinformatics is an emerging field and is subjected to use computer technology for solving,

managing and analyzing biological problems. DNA is a biological sequence and contains very

useful and important information. DNA sequences consist of four bases i.e. Adenine (A),

Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T). The compositions of bases fix conclusively

different traits e.g. habits, personality, behavior and inheritance characteristics of species [5]. In

single run, the NGS technologies generate high throughput short reads (HTSR) data with a lower

cost as compare to traditional Sanger Sequencing technology [6]. High-throughput sequencing

technologies have opened up numerous existing and new application areas such as analysis of

transcriptome, metagenomics, detection of variations and assembly of a single cell [7]. Thus,

NGS technologies have become prominent research field in both biological and computational

sciences [8, 9].

HTSR is significantly changing the methodologies of genetic data production, collection, and

storage [8]. NGS technologies have the advantage of deep as well as cost effective coverage at

the shorter reads [10, 11] as compare to traditional Sanger sequencing technology. The Shotgun

sequencing fragment assembly program has also been optimized for HTSR data to acquire

partially the benefits of NGS such as Altas [12], ARACHNE [13], Celera [14], and PCAP [15].

The main goal of NGS assembly is to generate unambiguous and contiguous sequences these are

called contigs [16]. However, various contig extensions have been developed to deal with
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different erroneous characteristics in assembling repeat regions [6]. Each extension has its own

challenges that need to be addressed.

Moreover, graph theory and greedy short read sequence algorithms have been used in

genome assembly programs such as SSAKE [17], SHARCGS [18], VCAKE [19] and Taipan

[20]. Also, De-Bruijin graphs technique has been used and play the role of a new call for short

read sequence assembly [6, 21]. So, based on De-Bruijin graphs number of short read sequence

assemblers also has been developed. In addition, some other related methods based on alignment

approach for Sanger reads are EULAR-SR [22], Velvet [23], ALLPATHS [24], ABySS [25, 26]

and MisED [27]. These alignment techniques are infeasible for assembly of millions of short

read sequencing and also does not suited well for large amounts of short reads sequencing data

[28, 29].

NGS technologies generate massive amounts of high-throughput short-reads data that leads

to present new research opportunities in the genome assembly. Due to short range, these

sequencing reads are more susceptible to errors [30, 31]. Therefore, genome assembly of longer

sequence repeats and redundancy faces the length issue of short read sequences [32]. Critical and

comprehensive analysis of whole genome assembly techniques and algorithms are available in

[33-38]. These articles describe different kinds of errors and their essential parameters for short

read sequencing assembly programs. These errors and their requirements pose various challenges

such as scalability and accuracy of de novo fragment assembly algorithms [39-44].

Sequence short reads and their errors from various platforms are ambiguous and complex.

Therefore, performing error(s) correction in them is cumbersome and a challenging job [45].

Determination of threshold value and correct k-mers is a very common technique for error(s)

correction in reads sequencing [7, 21, 22, 46]. Selection of accurate threshold values is a critical

task because lower threshold values can produce results with too many unacceptable uncorrected

errors. On the other end, higher threshold values can produce results with a loss of important

correct k-mers [7]. Some other authors in the field have developed and implemented Spectral

Alignment Problem (SAP) based error(s) correction techniques and algorithms embedded in

various assembly tools; detail discussions are available from [23, 47]. Some other researchers

have considered per base quality value and also optimize the counting k-mer for efficiency.

However, SAP based k-mer counting techniques put restrictions on the performance of reads
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sequencing error(s) correction tools and are discussed in [11, 16, 48, 49]. Therefore, concluded

that these are critical errors and elimination or reduction of them is a challenging task. In fact,

there are peremptory needs and demands for computational bioinformatics tools to analyze such

massive amounts of data efficiently and accurately.

1.4 . Research Goals and Objectives

Next generation high throughput sequencing technologies changing the way sequencing is

done at significantly lower cost and also presents the most important bioinformatics research

challenges. Novel bioinformatics tools are needed that can handle the operations of the massive

amount of data efficiently. The main aims and goals of this research thesis are to present “an

efficient algorithm for short reads error correction in high-throughput sequencing technologies

while using commodity hardware on the utilization of Hadoop-MapReduce framework”.

The main objectives of research are

1. To develop a novel algorithm that support parallel and distributed processing for
sequence short read error correction based on Hadoop/MapReduce framework.

2. To distribute data to “data nodes” through the Hadoop distributed cache to deal with short
read error correction problem.

3. To increase the rate of short read error correction.

4. To automatic the parameter selection feature for performance improvement

5. To support different data formats

6. To eliminate the special hardware requirements.

7. To speed up the error correction processes as a whole.

This research proposes a novel algorithm called HaShRECA for short read errors correction

in high-throughput sequencing technologies. HaShRECA presents significantly higher accuracy

and efficiency as compared to existing algorithms.

1.5 . Research Methodology

Comparative research methodology has been adopted. The whole research process is divided

into the following three phases:
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In the first phase, a comprehensive review and survey of sequence short read errors

correction algorithms and tools are performed. To analyze the strengths and weaknesses of

existing algorithms detail results and discussion is available in chapter 3.

In the second phase, to overcome the time and space complexities issues, a novel algorithm

called HaShRECA is developed for the short reads error correction in genome assembly

processes. Some benchmark datasets are taken from NCBI database for evaluation of developed

algorithm. The results are compared with existing algorithms for comparative analysis. The

detail discussion over developed algorithm, its implementation and results are presented in

chapter 4.

In the third phase, the developed algorithm has been tested on Hadoop based distributed

environment i.e. Hadoop cluster. Numerous experiments are performed to assess the accuracy

and speed up of the algorithm processes. Detail discussions about distributed architecture,

workflow and results analysis are available in chapter number 5.

1.6 . Research Contributions

Based on the facts and figures discussed above, research contribution and new findings are

presented next. My contribution to of this research thesis consists of a comprehensive and

detailed survey discussed in chapter 3 titled as literature review. Research contributions made to

the fields of computer sciences and bioinformatics has been documented and published in five

peer-reviewed international journals [50-54]. In addition, one conference paper [55] has been

published as the framework for future research directions. Discussion on future research

directions are presented in chapter 6. Further stated that all papers can be accessed at the

publishers’ websites

1.7 . Thesis Organization

The thesis organization is presented next. Motivation and introduction to the research topic

are discussed above. Rests of the thesis are organized as follows. A brief background of the

sequencing platforms, sequencing technologies, error model and Hadoop-MapReduce framework

is presented in Chapter 2. A detail literature review and discussion about short reads error

correction techniques are presented in Chapter 3. Based on the facts and figures of review and
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survey, a novel algorithm called HaShRECA is presented in Chapter 4 titled as HaShRECA:

Hadoop Based Short Read Error Correction Algorithm. The developed algorithm is more

efficient and accurate in terms of both time and space complexities as compare to previous

algorithms. A distributed version, its implementation, results, and analysis are presented in

Chapter 5 titled as Distributed Architecture and Implementation of HaShRECA. The results

analysis report shows that it is a dramatic change in the field of computing and bioinformatics

towards the analysis of genome sequences to control the errors and speed up the whole

computation processes. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis report with applications, strengths and

weaknesses, and future research directions as well.
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2. Background

2.1. Introduction

This chapter describes the detailed background of DNA sequencing and sequencing

technologies, read alignments and genome assembly. The chapter is concluded with genome

sequence error model and Hadoop-MapReduce framework.

2.2. DNA Sequencing

The nucleotides (A, C, G & T) also known as bases of DNA sequences are configured along

forward and reverse sides called double helix. The nucleotides bond with each other as A with T

and C with G and each bonded nucleotide is known as a base pair (bp). The size and length

complexity of genome sequence varies depending on species. The traditional Sanger Sequencing

technology uses chain termination method for DNA sequencing. This technique is effective only

for ~1000 sequencing reads (consecutive nucleotides). De novo and high throughput sequencing

technologies are currently, limited to ~25-500 sequencing reads [56] called short reads

sequencing data. Currently, all DNA sequencing technologies suffer from various sequencing

errors i.e. insertion, deletion, and substitution. Moreover, most sequencing technologies have

more errors at the end of the reads, because the biochemical sequencing reactions become less

efficient. Figure number 2.1 presents the general structure of DNA sequencing processes [57].

Sequencing of reads is much shorter as compare to full genome sequencing. In whole

genome shotgun sequencing (WGSS) method [58] the genome is first segmented into fragments

then sequencing operations are performed. Some other sequencing technologies allow mate-pair

sequencing i.e. to sequence reads pairs from both ends. Thus, mate-pairs are separated in the

genome with a specified distance and also provide some linkage information for analyzing the

complete genome. Then computational analysis of the nucleotide mate-pairs and short reads are

performed. Figure 2.2 shows the WGSS sequence assembly processes [59].
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Figure 2.1. General structure of DNA sequencing processes [57]

Figure 2.2. DNA sequencing with WGSS including next generation sequences [59]
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2.3. Sequencing Technologies

This section briefly describes the sequencing technologies history and working phenomena.

Moreover, its uses and applications are also discussed.

2.3.1 . Sanger Sequencing

The traditional Sanger sequencing technology was developed by Frederick Sanger et al. in

1977. Sanger sequencing technology is based on chain termination method and requires single

strand DNA sequence template [10, 60]. This technology was most widely used for ~25 years

since its development. The processes of Sanger sequencing suffer from various challenges like

poor quality due to primer binding etc. To address these challenges and speed up the

computation processes, recently the traditional Sanger sequencing replaced by NGS

technologies. NGS are specially designed for large scale data and automated genome sequencing

and analysis. Figure 2.3 shows the process of traditional Sanger sequencing technology.

Figure 2.3.The Sanger method for DNA sequencing [61]
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2.3.2 . Roche\454 Genome Sequencer

The Roche/454 Genome Sequencing is based on pyrosequencing method to read DNA

sequences. The DNA fragments are amplified by emulsion known as Polymerase Chain Reaction

(PCR) method. Iteration of emulsion PCR rounds results in ~one million copies of each DNA

fragment [62]. This sequencing method is unable to sequence six or more consecutive fragments

of the same nucleotide, which results in insertion and deletion errors in the reads. This method

deals with only specific nucleotide in each round, so the number of substitution errors is low.

The length of reads produce by this method is ~250 bp long, which are then scanned to eliminate

poor quality sequences. Figure 2.4 show the step by step processes of Roche\454 genome

sequence analyzer machine.

Figure 2.4. Illustration of Roche\454 genome sequence analyzer processes [63]

2.3.3 . Applied Biosystems SOLiD

The Applied Biosystem SOLiD also known as ABI’s SOLiD sequencing technology and is

based on bounded adopter fragment library and emulsion PCR to amplify DNA fragments. This

technique can generate sequence read fragments up to 2535bp long with ~2-4 Gbp of data per

run. In this technique quality values are assigned to the base calls and poor quality reads are
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eliminated. The ABI’s SOLiD genome sequence analyzer machine generates reads in color space

as output. This output shows the bases in pairs of overlapping fashion and, therefore, every base

nucleotide is sequenced twice [62]. Figure 2.5 show the processes of ABI’s SOLiD sequencing

technology.

Figure 2.5. Applied Biosystem SOLiD Sequence analyzes processes [64]

2.3.4 . Illumina / Solexa Genome Analyzer

The Illumina / Solexa genome sequencing technology uses an adapter library that is attached

to a cluster station. The bridge amplification process is used to amplify DNA fragments; DNA

polymerase is used to make copies of the DNA fragments. Each fragment cluster copy contains

~one million copies of the original DNA fragment. This is required to generate a strong image

for detection with a camera [62].

The Illumina / Solexa genome analyzer system adds all four nucleotides (A, C, G & T)

simultaneously into the fragments. Each nucleotide contains a unique fluorescent label for

discrimination of bases and a chemical that blocks any other base from internal incorporation.

Consequently, an image is then taken from the incorporated base and added before the next
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nucleotide. After imaging each base, the chemical block is eliminated and, therefore, the next

nucleotide can also be added. This procedure is iterated for determination of the sequence of the

fragment. The current model of Illumina genome analyzer can read fragments up to ~36-100bp

long [65]. Figure 2.6 shows the computation processes of Illumina / Solexa genome sequence

analyzer machine.

Figure 2.6. Illustration of Illumina / Solexa sequence analysis [66]

2.4. Read Alignments

In the processes of genome sequence analysis, it is observed that genomes from the

individuals of same species are very similar. Therefore, it is possible to align means to map reads

or some fraction of reads of one individual to a reference genome to find the most likely

positions [36]. This shows two types of regions i.e. conserved region and deletion region.

Meanwhile, insertions are marked as unmappable reads that require de-novo assembly for

complete analysis. The NGS technologies generate massive amounts of sequencing reads data.

Mapping them is a challenging task in both biological and computational perspective. For

example, analysis of an African individual presented in [29] and of an Asian individual presented
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in [67] take from 1000 genomes project and require 4.0 and 3.3 billion 35bp reads respectively.

Moreover, hundreds of hours are also required for computation processes. Figure number 2.7

shows a pictorial illustration of DNA read alignment processes.

Figure 2.7. Pictorial illustration of read alignment [68]

The seed and extend method is used in many read mapping algorithms to speed up the

computation processes [69, 70]. The key of this algorithm is to map the corresponding reads at a

specific location with a relatively small number of differences. Thus, an error free and a

significant portion of the read are mapped. But, the differences can result in errors like

mismatches, insertions, and deletions. In addition, read mapping algorithms use different

approaches like hash tables and suffix tree or tries etc. The workflow of seed and extend methods

for DNA sequence is presented in figure number 2.8.
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Figure 2.8. Workflow of seed and extend sequencing method

2.5. Genome Assembly

A greedy algorithm was used in early genome assembly programs e.g. pharp [71] and TIGR

[72]. In these assemblers, the suffix of one read matches with the prefix of another (e.g. longest

overlap) and iteratively merged into longer sequences. This approach is applicable for simplest

genomes, but in some cases due to false overlapping, it fails to generate a correct genome

sequence. Due to the incorporation of false overlapping distant regions are incorrectly

reconstructed and falsely connected [73].

To address the limitations of greedy assemblers graph theoretic approach has been also

adopted. It is also known as overlap layout consensus. This approach has been implemented in

many assemblers programs e.g. Celera assembler [14] and Arachne [13]. However, the presence

of repeats in reads is the basic complication factor in genome assembly, which creates false

overlaps [74]. If false overlaps are encountered incorrectly in assembly processes, it can cause to

corrupt the genome sequence, and this situation is known as misassemblies. The sequence

composition and read length are important factors for the repetitions of the fraction of the

genome. But these repeats pose challenging issues in the genome assembly. However, once the

genome has been assembled, the genome sequence is analyzed for a variety of biological reasons

e.g. protein-encoding etc.
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2.6. Genome Sequence Error Model

Genome Sequence Error Model (GeSEM) is described next. HTSR sequencing technologies

are promising to transform the genetics comparative biology and will deliver tens of thousands of

genomes in the near future.  A little focus has been given to the applications of short reads

sequences. Reads or short reads are sequences of letters taken from the set of DNA bases {A, C,

G & T} with one unknown character {N} and a random set of the target genome of having length

N in general. Suppose, reads r is varying between mmin to mmax in length, and the ith read length is

represented by mi, thus the overall length can be represented by Equation 2.1 as given below

[28].

The read segment may contain one or more errors from substitutions, insertions, and

deletions. If the maximum estimated value of error rate is denoted as e, then read of which has

the length mi may consist of errors equal to mie at most [28].

The coverage in sequences is defined as the predictable number of times a location / position

in the genome is sequenced and is subjected to be equal to the ratio of M/N. All the errors

correction algorithms and methods are mostly liable to moderately high coverage of sequencing

reads. Therefore high probability score is used to sequence each and every location of the

sequencing genome many times. The sequencing reads from the lower coverage positions/region

remain erroneous because there are inadequate data inferring from the correct sequences [28]. An

assumption is made to present a simple model for sequence errors that occur independently and

separately at all location/positions with a constant amount of probability denoted by pe. Suppose

pe(xm,xl) is the probability that shows that xm is misread as xl. It produces the symmetric misread

probabilities as given in equation 2.2 below [48].
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In case, if the probability is equal to the function q i(α,β ) . Then it shows that base nucleotide

called α at ith position of a k-mer is read or misread as base nucleotide known as β, subjected to

the condition given in Equation 2.3 below.

Then misreads probability will be modified to as given in Equation 2.4 below [48].

Graphical representation of genome sequencing errors is shown in figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9. Graphical illustration of genome sequencing errors

2.7. Hadoop-MapReduce Framework

An advance computation framework Hadoop-MapReduce is a distributed framework

developed by Apache software foundation at Google for manipulation of extremely large data

sets. Hadoop computation framework is well suited for solving such problems that need the

scalable, huge and massive amount of computational and processing time. Hadoop framework

uses Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for data storage. HDFS comprises of special nodes

known as Name Node and Data Node as shown in figure 2.10. Both these nodes are software and

specially designed for running on commodity hardware\machines. The Name Node is

responsible for executing file system and performs some operations e.g. to open, close and

rename both directories and files. It is also responsible for the determination of mapping the data

blocks to nodes. The Data Nodes are liable for both reading and writing clients requests from and

to the file systems. The Data Nodes are also responsible for executing block operations like
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replication, creation and deletion of blocks while following the instructions coming from the

Name Node. HDFS stores file in the form of blocks that can be replicated into multiple Data

Nodes. Clients determine the size and replication of blocks.

Figure 2.10. HDFS Architecture [75]

MapReduce is a software framework designed for parallel computation of very large data

sets. The MapReduce computational processes are structured into three stages i.e. the

mapping stage, the shuffling stage and reducing stage. In mapping stage, the input data is

transformed into key-value pairs. The shuffle stage makes groups of key-value pairs from the

same key.  In the last stage reduce function is evaluated using all with the same keys.

Logically and conceptually these operations construct a large hash table with distributed

property, then evaluated individually and independently. Early application of MapReduce

was to use it with large data sets those cannot be accommodated in a RAM. MapReduce

framework efficiently transfers data within the large clusters and relies on Google File

System (GFS). In particular, the GFS is specifically designed for redundancy control,

intelligent scheduling, and lightweight directory services and also to provide high

performance and reliability even on commodity disks.

The basic aim of MapReduce is to simplify large-scale parallel programming. Therefore,

application developers need only to implement customized map and reduce functions,

MapReduce framework automatically provides rest of the operations like scheduling,

monitoring, fault tolerance and other common parallel services. In many instances the map

and reduce functions can also be executed in parallel mode, particularly on large compute
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clusters with hundreds or thousands of compute nodes.  Casting an algorithm into

MapReduce compatible execution model and turning it into an efficient application is a

challenging task. Specifically, to minimize the overhead and maximize load balancing ratio

among compute nodes. Moreover, the capabilities for efficient computations of Hadoop-

MapReduce framework on large data sets has start to draw the attention for scientific

computing. While, some early applications have demonstrated orders of magnitude

improvements in running time using Hadoop-MapReduce. The graphical illustrations of

Hadoop-MapReduce framework are shown in figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11. MapReduce Framework Functions Process [76]

2.8. Summery

Biological sequences consist of A, C, G and T in a DNA structure and contain very useful

and vital information of living organisms. With the development of computing technologies,

specifically, NGS computational technologies have increased genomic data at a rapid rate. The

increase in genomic data presents significant research challenges in bioinformatics, such as

genome sequence alignment, genome short-reads error correction, genome phylogenetic tree

inference, etc. In particular, Next generation high throughput sequencing technologies have

opened new and challenging research opportunities that need to be addressed.
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3. Literature Review

3.1 . Introduction

DNA sequences are composed of four bases (nucleotides) i.e. A, C, G & T. These

nucleotides contain useful information of species. NGS technologies produce HTSR data at a

lower cost [6]. NGS has prompted to generate new applications for analysis of transcriptome and

metagenomics, assembly of a single cell and detection of variations [7]. Therefore, large scale

data sequencing has become an important field of research in both biological and computational

sciences [9, 50]. Numerous genomes have been sequenced with different sequencing

technologies i.e. Sanger Sequencing [10], Illumina's Genome Analyzer [77], Roche\454 [78] and

ABI's SOLiD [56]. An overview of these technologies is available in the background section.

However, due to shorter reads, the NGS technologies have the advantage of deep as well as cost

effective coverage. But, NGS technologies pose higher error rates in genome assemblies as

compare to traditional Sanger sequencing technology [65]. NGS technologies suffer from the

following errors, i.e. substitution, insertion, and deletion. Substitution: it occurs when an

erroneous base replaces the correct base. Insertion: it is the situation in which new base is

inserted into reads. Deletion: it means that an existing base is deleted from the read. The

occurrences of these errors and their rates vary from one sequencing technology to the other;

e.g., literature shows that substitution errors are mostly found in ABI’s SOLiD and Illumina /

Solexa reads [11, 53, 65], while one or combinations of both insertion and deletion errors are

found in Roche\454 sequencing reads [8, 79]. Both read mapping and genome assembly faces the

problems mentioned above. To map reads, a supposition is made for pair correspondence

matches in the presence of a target genome, such as it has been tried many times for the same

species from different genomes to find out the location of recently sequenced read [80-83].

Genome assembly performs reconstruction of the originating reads from the genome. Short-read

sequencing technologies face many challenging issues, short-reads error correction is being quite

difficult to deal with [35, 53, 65, 84].

Several algorithms have been developed for short reads error correction in large amounts of

data produced with NGS technologies. The basic idea of all error correction algorithms is the
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same, i.e., to correct the errors or to remove the erroneous reads. For identification of erroneous

bases in the reads many algorithms utilizes the following general criteria i.e. using of high

coverage results from current sequencing technologies. Then any one of the approaches from

suffix tree/tri, k-spectrum or multiple sequence alignment and or any from their variants is used

for error correction [36, 53, 69, 85]. These approaches have been used by many researchers to

cope with short read errors, like K-spectrum has been used in Hammer [7], Reptile [11], QUAKE

[16], CUDA Delta-Mutation [48], Eular-SR [22, 86], Redeem [87] and RACER [88]. Suffix trie

has been used in SHREC [89], H-SHREC [79], HiTEC [90], PSAEC [49], DecGPU [6] and

SEAL [91]. Multiple sequence alignment has been used in Coral [45], SHRiMP2 [92] and ECHO

[93]. Moreover, interested readers can find the detail discussion on these algorithms in [53, 65,

88]. Rest of the chapter describes methods; a comprehensive literature review of short reads error

correction tools and algorithms. The chapter is concluded with results and discussion of the

reviewed algorithms.

3.2 . Methods

This section provides a description of methods that play an important role in the

classification of short reads error correction tools and algorithms. There are three well-known

methods used in designing short read error correction tools and algorithms i.e. K-mer Spectrum,

Suffix Tree and Multiple Sequence Alignment. These are described next.

3.2.1. K-mer Spectrum Method

The term k-mer means all possible combination of substrings s1, s2, s3,..., sn of a given string

S. In computational biology, k-mers of reads are used in the creation of De-Bruijin graphs for

sequence assembly and analysis. The creation of k-mers from DNA read sequences depends on

given specified k-mer size and sequencing platform [94] for example.

Read: TGTCATGCGT

3-mers: TGT GTC TCA CAT ATG TGC GCG CGT

Read: TGTCATGCGT

5-mers: TGTCA GTCAT TCATG CATGC ATGCG TGCGT
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However, due to variations in sequencing platforms a small fraction out of all possible k-

mers are actually generated. It is important to cover timely. The solution of that problem is

segmentation i.e. breaking the larger k-mers into smaller k-mers. Dividing larger size k-mers

segments into smaller sizes k-mer segments reduces the problem of lengths of reads. Figure 3.1

illustrates the processes of the k-mer spectrum of a DNA sequence [23].

Figure 3.1. The process of segmentation of DNA reads into smaller k-mers (A) First k-mer segment of DNA
being sequenced. (B) The output reads from DNA sequencing shows how to align. (C) The sequence reads
being divided into smaller size k-mers (4 in this case). (D) Remove the duplicate 4-mers and then align.[23]

3.2.2. Suffix Tree

The suffix tree is a powerful data structure, and Weiner in 1973 first coined the concept.

Subsequently, it became famous as "Algorithm of the Year 1973”. Based on the concept of suffix

tree many algorithms were developed i.e. Ukkonen algorithm etc. These algorithms are fast for

fixed size alphabets like DNA and protein sequences and can also be executed in linear-time

[95]. More generally, the worst case time complexities of these algorithms are O (n log n).

Later on, Farach present an optimal suffix tree construction algorithm in 1997 for all

alphabets. This algorithm has become the basic for new algorithms development using suffix

trees. Suffix tree contains all the suffixes and corresponding keys with indices of input text as

values. In particular, implementations of suffix tree are fast in string manipulations (processing).
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For example, it is obvious that tree construction for string ‘S’ takes linear time , upon the

construction of tree other manipulation operations can be executed quickly [96]. Figure 3.2

shows a suffix tree illustration of DNA.

Figure 3.2. Suffix tree of a DNA sequence read

3.2.3. Multiple Sequence Alignment

Multiple sequence alignment abbreviated as MSA and is the process of aligning three or

more sequences to each other simultaneously. MSA is used in a biological sequence like DNA,

RNA, and Protein sequence alignments. MSA is mostly used to evaluate sequence for domain

protection of protein, its tertiary and secondary structure formation and also in the analysis of

amino acids or nucleotides. Different computational techniques are used to produce and analyze

these alignments. Moreover, MSA based tools use heuristic procedures instead of global

optimization to reduce complexity. Various alignment methods are used to analyze DNA

sequences like Dynamic programming [97], Progressive alignment [98], Iterative method [99]

Hidden Markov [100], Genetic Algorithms [101] and Simulated Annealing [102]. Figure 3.3

shows multiple sequence alignment method.
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Figure 3.3. Illustration of Multiple Sequence Alignment [103]

3.3 . Sequence Short Read Error Correction Tools and Algorithms

In this section, we present a comprehensive and detailed survey and review of sequence short

reads error(s) correction tools and algorithms. The unidentified nature of the genomic source is

the reason for several times inferring of k-mer reads of the same genomic position. This

inference is made on supposition and relying on that those k-mer reads are typically shared sub

reads of fixed length. Other approaches use suffix tree method and some use multiple sequence

alignments method. Hence, different parameters for evaluation have been used by different

researchers. This variation might be lead to improper cross comparison and interpretation of all

available sequencing approaches. For simplicity and clear understanding, these are classified on

the basis of methods and parameters. Summary of each method based on their classification

approach are also presented in table 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.  These tables show the

methods used in an algorithm its strengths and weaknesses in tabular form.
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3.3.1 . K-Spectrum Based

Hammer

Hammer [7] algorithm has been developed for short reads error(s) correction in sequences

obtained from Illumina / Solexa sequencing platform without assumptions of uniformity. It

utilizes the Hamming graph and is based on a probabilistic model for error correction. It also

uses a sorting technique for identification of k-mers set and distinct sequencing reads k, and also

use a table for sorting of k-mers multiplicity as well. This finds out the connected nodes of

Hamming graph. The disjoint partition of 1… k is represented by s1...s^ . These sets of

partition represent that spaced seeds are transformed into k-mers. It is observed that the

restrictions are posed on x k-mer to the seed sj and denoted by the function as x (sj). To show the

existence of j such as in the form of x (sj) = y (sj), the k-mers for both x and y are denoted as d(x,

y) . Based on these facts and observations it creates seeds with space of value “ ” and

denoted as series given in equation 3.1 below.

It also produces “ ” numbers of copies for the k-mers set “k” with the copy of jth number,

which pose the k’s restriction to the indices sj., Then lexicographical sorting takes place of each

copy and is scanned linearly for equivalence blocks identification. These equivalence blocks are

then used for the computation of Hamming distance of every corresponding block subjected to

the full-length k-mer. The joined components are represented by the k-mer pair that lies inside

the Hamming distance [104]. The algorithm searches for and finds linked nodes known as

“cluster”. The consensus string is unique and the cluster size does not equal to one. The

insignificant consensus read is represented by a singleton k-mer. Hence, this must either simply

contain more than errors or will only represent an element in the production set of k-mer.

Multiple consensus string creates ambiguity when it exist in the form of small clusters i.e. of size

two or three. The hamming does not provide good information of correctness for the k-mer reads

in any case. Therefore, for taking the sole decision the multiplicity operation for every k-mer x is

used. It keeps x in the dataset only in case of greater value than the threshold, and for all other

1τ

τ 1τ

1τ
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cases x is removed from the dataset. The computation procedure of the cluster consensus takes

time.

Reptile

Reptile algorithm [11] is specially designed to deal with the problem of short reads error

correction generated with Illumina/Solexa sequencing. Reptile corrects read errors using

Hamming distance applied with k-mer spectrum operations. In both contextual and potential

information error correction possibilities. It also utilizes the neighboring k-mers. The operations

of the algorithm are divided into two phases (i) Information extraction (ii) Individual read the

correction. In the information extraction phase, the k-spectrum denoted as Rk (R) is extracted for

input threshold value of d-extract Hamming graph and denoted by equation 3.2 given below.

Where represents αi Rk and subjected to the condition

. This is used for computation occurrences of tiles. In individual

read correction phase, a tile t is marked at the initiation of sequence read to identify d-mutant

tiles of t. In the next step where applicable the errors are corrected in t. It is executed and

performed by adjusting tile t and by identification of d-mutant step iteratively until exhaustion of

tile placement options. This process is performed in O (nLlog(nL)) running time and

O(|Rk|+|R|t||) space complexity. Results show that Reptile is much faster and require less

memory with higher accuracy rate. It is a uni-threaded application and lacks the possibility of

unambiguous determination of all errors. Also, it does not show modeling repeats explicitly.

Quake

Quake algorithm is available from [16], that is designed to detect and correct errors in short-

reads genome sequences generated by Illumina/Solexa sequencing platform. Quake is a

maximum likelihood based algorithm that incorporates nucleotide specific miscall rates and

quality values. Quake utilizes the k-mers coverage to differentiate in genome sequences of

trusted k-mers and searches for errors to correct them. Suppose observed nucleotides are denoted

by the series as given in equation 3.3 below.

)( *
knO

i hV V

ij i j h d i je = (V ,V ) E h (V ,V ) d   
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The sequencing fragments of actual nucleotides are denoted by the series as given by

equation 3.4 below.

The observed base nucleotides are processed with conditional probability using the bayes’

rule as given in equation 3.5 [16].

The probability of ith position nucleotide is expressed in equation 3.6 below.

Where, qi represents the quality value. Now let the function Eq(x,y) be the probability that

show the sequence error of x’s nucleotide and y base call at each q. Based on the above reasoning

and assumptions the probability of equation 3.7 can be transformed into Equation 3.8 as given

below.

As a result, the validity of corrections set is subjected to the condition that all k-mers must be

trusted. Moreover, on realistically simulated reads Quake algorithm shows high accuracy rate.

However, in single cell data, it cannot find any cut-off.

CUDA

The term CUDA stands for Compute Unified Device Architecture [48]. It is a programming

model designed to work with high throughput sequencing short-reads data produce by Roche/454

platform. It utilizes the spectrum alignment technique. The kernel portion of CUDA is used to

represent the serial steps of computation process to correct read ri individually. For each read ri
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of R the kernel is put forward. Within a weak l-tuple computational time rely on factor

for error correction in sequencing reads. There are two phases in CUDA delta mutation and are

(i) delta ( ) mutation voting and (ii) identifying all l-tuples. Upon successful completion of the

first step, based on the highest scores in the matrix the corresponding voting matrix counters are

incremented to record and point the locations\positions of mutation(s). The CUDA graphics

enabled system provides parallelization, multithreading, acceptable accuracy and space

efficiency. However, it is unable to support and execute distributed memory operations.

Eular SR

Another algorithm known as Eular SR designed for Applied Biosystem and Illumina / Solexa

platforms is presented in [22, 86]. This algorithm is based on spectral alignment method and is

used for short reads error correction in the said platforms. From input dataset, it first establishes a

spectral alignment of trusted k-mers. Then only spectrum based sequences are corrected for each

read sequence that it contains. This algorithm has good speed and provides memory fixation for

leaks. However, its rate of accuracy drops significantly when optimal parameters are chosen and

also suffer from large memory requirements.

RACER

Recently another algorithm known as RACER [88] developed for short-reads error

correction. Execution of RACER is very similar to HiTEC but has different implementation

mechanisms. RACER utilizes hash table instead of suffix array for storing the k-mers of each

read. The k-mer length is statistically calculated as in HiTEC. The k-mers are also counted to

correct the erroneous reads based on the counting information. The same k-mer length is used to

avoid redundancy of iterated calculations. To reduce space complexity, the RACER is not only

able to correct reads of varying lengths but also runs in both serial and parallel modes. The

RACER software support fasta and fastq format of genome sequences to deal with.

REDEEM

Read Error DEtection and Correction via Expectation Maximization (REDEEM) [46] is a

statistical framework designed to estimate and correct the short-reads errors in Illumina Genome

Analyser. It is packaged in the form of software known as REDEEM [87]. It is designed for

)( 1
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Pacific Biosciences platform sequencing reads. REDEEM is based on k-spectrum technique and

utilizes the observed frequencies of k-mers with validated frequencies. It applies the maximum

likelihood estimation to differentiate between erroneous and error-free reads.

It is considered for each base to be appeared once in k-mer to correct read errors. It assumes

the nucleotide base at position bounded by 1 i L of the sequencing read appears subjected to

the boundaries 1 t k of xl k-mer. The true base at position t was observed as b before misread

as given in equation 3.9 below [87].

Here, for unknown αm it estimates Tm as a substitute. At ith position, k-mer multiple

overlapping shows dependent information. So, to get distribution, it takes input as an average

value across available t as shown by the function pi (b). It then declares base nucleotide r with

ratio i:i as misread and correction takes place as argmaxbpi(b) subjected to the condition given

that argmaxbpi(b) r i:i . REDEEM is the best approach for repeat-rich genomes. However, it

suffers from the problem of modeling repeats and takes large time. It is unable to support the

simultaneous estimation of error parameters from genomic data.

3.3.2 . Suffix Tree Based

SHREC

Another algorithm for sequence short reads error known as SHREC is presented in [89]. It is

based on generalized suffix trie method and use for sequencing reads produced by Illumina /

Solexa sequencing platform. At the beginning a trie is built from all the available sequencing

reads and from their reverse complements. To analyse the potential errors in associated reads the

trie is traversed to point it out. The algorithm performs depth first search/traversal of ST ( ) and

is done at different levels for review of nodes i.e. from level s to level t+q. With two or more

children nodes where weight w of one node is less than the threshold value are identified.

Consequently, it searches and finds reads R (w) set. Then, correction is takes place of a sibling w,

which examines every read Ri that belongs to R (w) and fits the suffix. SHREC identifies position

(s) of the error(s) in Ri and does the correction of associated sibling’s base nucleotide edge.
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SHREC is accurate, robust and able to obtain good specificity and sensitivity. However, it has

some disadvantages such as large memory requirement, difficult choice of optimal parameters,

and does not model repeats explicitly.

H-SHREC

In article [79] the author presented another work that depicts a variant of SHREC algorithm

known as Hybrid-Short Read Error Correction (H-SHREC). It is designed for error correction in

Illumina / Solexa sequencing reads. In H-SHREC the statistical model of SHREC is changed

with enhancement to cope with variable length reads. Assume that input set of sequences s

consist of reads r with varying lengths as denoted by l1,l2,…,lr. More assumptions are made for

the number of reads of having length li which is equal to ki. Now, suppose that m is very large

and appears only once. Wm shows the weight of a node at a particular level that passes through

that node in the trie. The weight of node m is represented by equation 3.10 below.

W(m,i) in above equation shows length li reads contribution to the weight of a node. Every read

in the input is a Bernoulli trail to find out label of the path except if li<m,W(m,i)=0. In genome

there are n number of substrings of m length and also a read of having length li , sample of them

is denoted as Ai=li-m+1. So, the probability for success of Bernoulli trail is equal to ai/n. The

W(m,i) and Ki number of trails are distributed and subjected to the binomial distribution as given

in equation 3.11 below.

The predictable value of W(m,i) can be calculated using equation 3.12 as given below.

The variance is calculated as given in equation 3.13 below [79].

The expectation linearity is then applied to obtain the result as given in equation 3.14 below.
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The variance of independent variables W(m,i) with various I calculated as denoted by equation

3.15 below [79].

Concluded from above facts of equations the nodes having less weight than the value of

equation 3.16 given below are corrected [79].

Here the parameter of strictness is denoted by the term α. These procedures are then followed

for correction of indeterminate nucleotides, deletion and insertion anomalies. Implementation

results of presented algorithm show that this hybrid variation of SHREC is enhanced enough that

greatly reduce errors in mixed reads. This solution is also applicable to search out error rate

before and after the correction of sequencing reads error(s). However, comparative analysis with

substitution error-based error correction methods shows that its performance is not good as

required.

HiTEC

The “HiTEC” algorithm is presented in the article [90]. It is suffix array based algorithm and

is used for ABI’s SOLiD, Roche/454 and Illumina Genome Analyser sequencing platforms. The

sequencing reads and their complements are used for the construction of array. It utilizes the

concepts of a witness, support, and cluster. There is two phases in HiTEC algorithm i.e.(a) detail

and comprehensive statistical analysis of the determination of thresholds values (b) the use of

suffix array for computation of the length of each witness and its error correction cluster. The

HiTEC also utilizes the Yuta Mori’s library known as libdivsufsort [105]. It then calculates the

Longest Common Prefix (LCP) for setting up all witnesses having larger length and cluster than

thresholds. All the processes are computed in O (nlogn) time. Results show that HiTEC is faster,

accurate and efficient. However it is a sequential algorithm hence does not support parallel

computation and also shows that its performance degrades when constructing suffix arrays from

large datasets.
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PSAEC

PSAEC algorithm is presented in [49]. It is based on partial suffix array and designed to deal

with the sequencing reads produced by ABI’s SOLiD and Illumina / Solexa. PSAEC make use of

Pthreads to work on multi-core machines, and it is a scalable parallel algorithm. The computation

processes are divided into five phases and are (i) Pre-processing (ii) Classification (iii) Multi-key

quick sorting (iv) Error correction and (v) Iteration. In pre-processing the datasets and their

reverse complements are read into memory and thresholds are computed. In classification stage,

the optimization is performed. The ECSSORT function is applied for multi-key quick sorting and

errors are identified next. Following these, error positions are recorded to process further. Then

correction of erroneous base nucleotides are performed and recorded in an array called L. At last

stage iteration takes place of 2nd and 4th phases for achieving the high rate of accuracy. The

results analysis shows that PSAEC is parallel and has achieved improved accuracy and

scalability over previous algorithms. However, it is unable to support distributed memory

parallel computation processes. Thus, the overall performance degrades due to the collision of

threads.

DecGPU

DecGPU is parallel and distributed error correction algorithm presented in [6]. It is designed

for Illumina / Solexa, Roche/454, Helicos Biosciences, and Pacific Biosciences sequencing

reads. DecGPU is a hybrid of MPI programming and CUDA programming models. It is SAP

(Spectral Alignment Problem) technique based algorithm and utilizes counting Bloom filter

[105]. Error correction operations include the distributed k-mer spectrum construction, error-free

reads filtration, erroneous reads fixation, fixed reads trimming and iteration for correction of

more than one erroneous read. Each computational processing unit is represented by Pi that

comprises of GPU threads, hybrid CPU (H-CPU) and maximization of performance is achieved

through reads overlapping. The DecGPU is distributed parallel, highly accurate, flexible and

feasible. However, it does not support runtime scalability of available computational resources.
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SEAL

A scalable tool known as SEAL is presented in [91] designed for short read mapping and

duplication removal in reads produced by Illumina / Solexa sequencing platform. It combines

duplicate reads detection, removal and Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) [84], and is distributed

alignment tool. For efficient distribution of input, output and computation on cluster nodes, the

SEAL algorithm utilizes Hadoop-MapReduce that gives guarantee and reliability. Because, it

deploys advance features like node failure resistance and smooth transitions of events. Currently,

SEAL is embedded into equal and pairReadQseq applications. These applications are specially

designed for pair-end alignment of Illumina / Solexa sequencer reads. An untrained and pseudo

cluster MapReduce algorithm is implemented for above mentioned applications running on

Hadoop framework [106]. The proposed algorithm is parallel and scalable in aligning reads.

However, SEAL suffers from the issue of selection of optimal parameters and also require large

memory.

3.3.3 . Multiple Sequence Alignment Based

Coral

The author presented Coral in [45] and is based on multiple sequence alignment for short-

reads error correction. Coral is designed to deal with the sequencing reads produced by

Roche\454 and Illumina / Solexa Genome Analyser machines. Coral accepts reads as input that

forms correction of multiple alignments and associated consensus sequences that share common

k-mers. The procedure starts with indexing operations of corresponding reads and on its related

components. Then all the reads with base nucleotide are extracted from k-mers. The sequencing

reads are corrected and aligned with neighborhood k-mers. The k-mer indexing causes to locate

the probable position for sequence aligning and also align the reads. It attempts to align the reads

in consensus without error(s). Hence, the time saves by skipping the total computational

processes. In fractional computation, if the quality value is more than 1-e then the gaped

positions are ignored.  In each aligned position, every alignment read compares and checks with

the consensus sequence. Following this, correction of read at every position is carried out for the

agreement with consensus sequence subjected to the condition that if it was not agreed upon the

comparison. The consensus sequence value is ts, where its value is bounded as given in
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parentheses ( < 1.0). The base nucleotide error correction process is subjected to the

condition that if the quality threshold value tQ (0.5 tQ<1.0) exceeds from value Lmmax to eLmmax.

To delete the potential errors in sequencing the worst case time complexity is O (Lmmax) and O

(L) for computation of quality threshold denoted as tQ. The error correction time complexity is O

(eL2mmax). Comparative results analysis show that Coral is faster and multithreaded. However, it

suffers from the issue of large memory requirement and also incompatible with color spaced

sequencing reads.

SHRiMP2

In research article referenced [92] the author presented genome read mapping algorithm

known as SHRiMP2. It is designed for ABI’s Solid, Roche/454 and Illumina / Solexa genome

sequencing platforms. It is based on read mapping and points to the mapping sensitivity. It

utilizes caching heuristic that makes it able to achieve high accuracy and significant speed. It

supports both fastq and fasta input format and SAM’s output format. In addition, to above

features, it also supports parallel computation and mapping in paired mode. It also supports both

color and letter spaced reads. Comparative results analysis show that SHRiMP2 is parallel,

multithreaded and has better sensitivity. However, it has the issue of greater overhead in

scanning the whole genome and also is slower.

ECHO

Another related algorithm used for correction of base-call errors in short read sequencing

without reference genome known as ECHO is presented in [93]. It is designed for Illumina /

Solexa sequencing platform. It can assign a good quality score to every corrected base and is

based on a probabilistic model discussed in respective research article referenced [93]. It has no

requirement to specify unknown values or parameters for optimization processes because ECHO

sets up all these automatically. Moreover, it also estimates sequence run-specific error

characteristics that have improved accuracy and coverage depth for specific sequencing reads.

ECHO considerably facilitates de- novo assembly by performing error correction as a pre-

processing step. Results analysis show positive effects and improvements towards each read over

previous algorithms. However, it suffers from large memory requirements and has slower

performance.

ts0.5
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Table 3.1. Summary of k-spectrum based short read error correction algorithms

WeaknessesStrengthsMethodAlgorithm

 Initial sorting of k-mers
assumptions of at most are
correct k-mers in cluster

 Finding any cuto-ff with
the use of non-uniformity
 Support to work in multi-

cell data

 Hamming graph
 Probabilistic modelHammer

 Single threaded
 Impossibility of

determining
unambiguously all errors
 Do not explicitly model

repeats

 Faster
 Low memory

requirements
 High accuracy
 Consistence for

ambiguous base
 Good Sensitivity
 Gain values are slightly

slower

 Hamming Distance
 Neighbouring k-mersReptile

 For single cell data it is
unable to find any cut-off

 Highly accurate for
realistic simulated
sequencing reads

Maximum LikelihoodQAUKE

 Does not support
distributed memory
operations

Multithreaded
 Parallelization
 Space efficiency
 High accuracy

 Spectral alignment
 CUDA program

CUDA Delta-Mutation
Algorithm

 Dropping accuracy when
choosing  optimal
parameters
 Large memory

requirements

 Faster
Memory fixation for leaks De Bruijn graphEular-SR

 Takes longer time due to
complexity of modeling
repeats

 Best for repeat-rich
genomesMaximum LikelihoodRedeem
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Table 3.2. Summary of suffix tree based short read error correction algorithms

WeaknessesStrengthsMethodAlgorithm

 Parameters sensitivity
 Large memory usage
 Choosing optimal

parameter
 Do not explicitly model

repeats

 Robust
 Accurate
 Ability to achieve high

identification sensitivity
and  specificity
Multithreading

 Generalized Suffix TrieSHERC

 Have not good
performance as compare to
others e.g. substitution
based error-correction

 Significantly reduces
errors in mixed reads
 Able to detect errors in

reads
 Able to find error rate pre

and post error correction
rate

 Based on SHREC ProgramHybrid Shrec

 Sequential
 Performance degradation

while constructing suffix
array for large data sets
 Intolerable time and space

for large data

 Faster
 Efficient
 Accurate

 Suffix ArrayHiTEC

 Unable to support
distributed and parallel
computation
 Collision(s) of threads

degrade performance

Multithreaded
 Scalable parallel
 Improved accuracy

 Partial Suffix ArrayPSAEC

 Have not improved
runtime scalability as per
available computational
resources

 Parallel
 Distributed
 Highly accurate
 Feasible & Flexible for

larger data sets

 SAP
 CUDA
MPI

DecGPU

 Large space complexity

 Support for distributed
computation
 High reliability and

accuracy
 Faster & Flexible
 the capability of utilizing

resources efficiently
 Capability to parallelize

steps in alignment

 Hybrid of BWA
 Duplicate read determination

and removal
SEAL
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Table 3.3. Summary of MSA based short read error correction algorithms

WeaknessesStrengthsMethodAlgorithm

 Require more memory
than Reptile and Quake
 Distinguishing between

run times is not easy
 Correlates quadratic ally

in worst case for large
reads
 Incompatible with color

space reads

 Significantly less memory
than SHREC
 Faster for short reads
Multithreaded

Multiple AlignmentCoral

 A bit slower
 Overhead in scanning the

whole genome

Multithreaded & parallel
computation
 Support both letter space

and color space reads
 Non-uniformity
 Better sensitivity for

various polymorphism
classes

 Hash-basedSHRiMP2

 Slower
 High memory

requirements

 Quality scores assignment
 Explicitly models

heterozygosity in diploid
genomes
 High accuracy
 Capable of coping with

nonuniform coverage
 Automatically chooses

parameters
 Improve data quality

 Probabilistic model
 Bayesian FrameworkECHO
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Table 3.4. Datasets used for performance evaluation

Data Set Archive Accession Number Genome Read Length Coverage Error Rate Number of Reads

D1 SRX000429 E.Coli 36bp 160x 0.6% 20.8M

D2 SRR001665-1 E.Coli 36bp 80x 0.6% 10.4M

D3 SRR006332 A.sp 36bp 173x 1.5% 17.7M

D4 NC_005966 A.sp 36bp 40x 1.5% 4.0M

Table 3.5. Summary of Classification Tests in terms of TP, FP, FN, TN, Sensitivity, Specificity and Gain for D1

Data Set Method TP FN FP TN Sensitivity Specificity Gain

D1

SHREC 138000 36900 6700 1050000 0.7890223 0.99365951 0.75071469

H-SHREC 1617685 3228 13998 2231089 0.99800853 0.99376505 0.98937266

HiTEC 140215 3575 3200 7408408 0.97513735 0.99956824 0.95288268

PSEAC 208485 7425 298 7413763 0.96561067 0.99995981 0.96423047

DecGPU 1620660 25300 349908 1895179 0.98462903 0.84414502 0.77204306

SEAL 241740 10038 1 6101444 0.96013154 0.99999984 0.96012757

Coral 169000 13700 12400 1110000 0.92501368 0.98895225 0.85714286

SHRiMP2 418351 6238 91205 1417738 0.98530815 0.93955703 0.77050041

ECHO 488165 12801 129881 3238521 0.97444737 0.96144136 0.71518626

Hammer 806972 15783 29473 8749471 0.98081689 0.99664276 0.94499456

Reptile 942457 12585 987457 3709818 0.98682257 0.78978088 -0.04711835

QUAKE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CUDA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Eular-SR 2311124 61545 1298891 6785320 0.97406086 0.8393299 0.42662209

Redeem 3443262 130905 133558 5643901 0.96337468 0.97688292 0.92600709
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Table 3.6. Summary of Classification Tests in terms of TP, FP, FN, TN, Sensitivity, Specificity and Gain for D2

Data
Set Method TP FN FP TN Sensitivity Specificity Gain

D2

SHREC 1620660 349908 253 1895179 0.82243292 0.99986652 0.82230453

H-SHREC 1617685 13998 3228 2231089 0.99142113 0.99855526 0.9894428

HiTEC 2575411 660533 306 629750 0.79587626 0.99951433 0.79578169

PSEAC 2571520 31367 4197 1258916 0.98794915 0.99667726 0.98633671

DecGPU 4053688 23 1024 5611265 0.99999433 0.99981754 0.99974172

SEAL 4053827 4990124 885 621164 0.44823629 0.99857728 0.44813843

Coral 6435328 3481 1621 3225570 0.99945937 0.99949771 0.99920762

SHRiMP2 6436305 3129803 644 99248 0.67282379 0.99355304 0.67275646

ECHO 6406078 2 5395 3254525 0.99999969 0.99834505 0.99915752

Hammer 6411346 3185858 127 68669 0.66804311 0.99815396 0.66802988

Reptile 8578176 1 8651 1079172 0.99999988 0.99204742 0.99899139

QUAKE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CUDA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Eular-SR 324310 61545 1298891 6785320 0.84049708 0.8393299 -2.52577004

Redeem 213213 130905 133558 5643901 0.6195927 0.97688292 0.23147583

Table 3.7. Summary of Classification Tests in terms of TP, FP, FN, TN, Sensitivity, Specificity and Gain for D3

Data
Set Method TP FN FP TN Sensitivity Specificity Gain

D3

SHREC 8586743 1056392 84 22781 0.89045139 0.99632626 0.89044268

H-SHREC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HiTEC 262944 541584 1748 13507 0.32683014 0.88541462 0.32465744

PSEAC 429389 611875 2333 126868 0.41237285 0.98194286 0.4101323

DecGPU 527718 432283 1426 30010 0.54970568 0.95463799 0.54822026

SEAL 859386 59343 3823 255939 0.9354075 0.98528268 0.93124632

Coral 1056625 234132 2109 60386 0.81860877 0.9662533 0.81697484

SHRiMP2 747968 25523 4113 806307 0.96700285 0.99492485 0.9616854

ECHO 1141544 456012 4360 412008 0.71455649 0.98952849 0.71182732

Hammer 1497762 14538 8251 1621860 0.99038683 0.99493838 0.9849309

Reptile 2285417 32147 8826 833120 0.98612897 0.98951714 0.98232066

QUAKE 214590 15647 1167 64010 0.93203959 0.98209491 0.9269709

CUDA 747911 32191 4170 811739 0.95873488 0.99488914 0.95338943

Eular-SR 264083 65412 609 15079 0.80147802 0.96118052 0.79962974

Redeem 1141382 768120 4522 417900 0.59773805 0.98929507 0.59536989
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Table 3.8. Summary of Classification Tests in terms of TP, FP, FN, TN, Sensitivity, Specificity and Gain for D4

Data
Set Method TP FN FP TN Sensitivity Specificity Gain

D4

SHREC 339700 23 701 813320 0.9999323 0.99913884 0.99786885

H-SHREC 578295 32 2380 573056 0.99994467 0.99586401 0.99582935

HiTEC 746399 23 4330 403052 0.99996919 0.98937116 0.99416818

PSEAC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DecGPU 1093198 56 4552 1084129 0.99994878 0.99581879 0.99578506

SEAL 1410950 57 8489 762526 0.9999596 0.98898984 0.99394333

Coral 1128525 48 2376 2698039 0.99995747 0.99912014 0.99785215

SHRiMP2 1919892 47 8068 1901030 0.99997552 0.99577392 0.9957733

ECHO 2476109 73 15128 1337898 0.99997052 0.98881914 0.99386111

Hammer 2733995 170 5972 6539234 0.99993782 0.99908758 0.99775361

Reptile 4651239 321 19852 4608147 0.99993099 0.99571046 0.99566318

QUAKE 5997457 300 37388 3244725 0.99994998 0.98860856 0.99371632

CUDA 944906 106 3821 2480352 0.99988783 0.99846186 0.9958445

Eular-SR 2820956 0 162698 5223249 1 0.96979213 0.94232523
Redeem 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.4 . Results and Discussion

The main goal of genomic error correction algorithms is identification and correction of

errors in sequencing reads. The detail discussion about reviewed algorithms is available in their

respective research publications. All these have been evaluated and analyzed based on simulation

and implementation results by sole authors. For the validity and accuracy of their results, we

build a common test bed for all the experiments. The common test bed consists of an Intel (R)

Core i3 computer having 2 Cores with 3.5 GHz CPUs, 16 GB of memory and 500GB local

storage running on 32-bit instruction set kernel Linux (Ubuntu 10.04) operating system.

Numerous experiments are performed, and the results are recorded. Discussion of these results is

presented next. The table 3.4 shows the benchmark datasets selected on the basis of various

parameters for experiments and comparison to evaluate and analyse the algorithms. The

experimental results of dataset D1 having Accession_Number SRX000429 are shown in table 3.5,

for dataset D2 having Accession_Number SRR001665_1 are shown in table 3.6, for dataset D3

having Accession_Number SRR006332 are shown table 3.7 and for dataset D4 having

Accession_Number NC_005966 are in presented in table 3.8. Some anomalies are observed while
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running experiments described next. On the simulation of dataset D1 and D2 the two algorithms,

CUDA and Quake generated errors. In troubleshooting processes, it is observed that these errors

were occurred due to the inability of proper distribution of data and cut-off values. Another

garbage value repeatedly generated by H-SHREC on simulation of dataset D3 and the reason is

large memory requirements. In addition, it also observed due to modeling repeats and collision of

threads that Redeem and PSEAC are unable to run properly and execute the processes on dataset

D4. Based on above facts and reasoning’s those results are ignored from the comparative

analysis. Other algorithms evaluation and analysis are described in detail.

The performance parameters used for analysis are based on both space and time

complexities. Those are defined follows. (i) True Positive (TP) means the erroneous base is

changed to the true base (ii) False Positive (FP) means true base changed improperly (iii) True

Negative (TN) means true base left unchanged (iv) False Negative (FN) means erroneous base

left unchanged. The Sensitivity parameter is equal to TP divided by (TP + FN) and Specificity is

equal to TN divided by (TN + FP). Moreover, Gain is equal to (TP - FP) divided by (TP + FN)

and shows the whole percentage (%) of erroneous bases eliminated from the datasets post-

correction. It is clear that best algorithms and methods produce gain that comes up

approximately equal to 1. However, in some cases, the gain value might be negative (-ve). It

means that it creates more errors than correction [6, 11, 49, 87, 89].

The results achieved for D1, D2, D3 and D4 are reported in table 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.8

respectively and discussed next. Based on above test bed experiments it is concluded that

SHREC [89] accuracy is at least 80% with low coverage. However, the accuracy rate of Eular-

SR [22, 86] significantly reduces with lower coverage. Coral’s results analysis [45] show that it

provides the overall read alignment with a slight edge over k-mer based techniques. Beside that

Reptile [11] falls short perceptible of the performance of Coral due to significant lower TP rates.

Results analysis of SEAL [91] shows that the throughput levels capabilities are comparable to

the single node operations, and helps in minimization of Hadoop framework distribution

implementation overhead. The pseudo cluster throughput consistency of each virtual node

remains constant with increase in the size of the cluster. SEAL is scalable for massive data

because it utilizes the available resources efficiently. Both HiTEC [90] and ECHO [93]

algorithms have the feature of automatic parameter selection used for optimization of

performance. Therefore, they achieve comparatively higher gain value than others. It is also
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observed that the SHRiMP2 [92] generates negative gain values for dataset D1, that increase

number of errors instead of correction. The Hammer [7] results analysis show that it is unable to

detect or correct errors in the clusters without uniformity. More results show that DecGPU [6] is

best in terms of both speed and errors correction. Finally, concluded that DecGPU, ECHO, and

HiTEC all are comparatively efficient and accurate. To easily understand theoretical comparison

in tabularize form is presented in tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3. These tables show the methodology,

strengths, and weaknesses of reviewed algorithms. However more research investigations are

required to develop scientifically sound and specific tools (algorithms) to gain higher throughput.

3.5 . Summary

The main objective of the reviewed algorithms is to establish the background in the field of

NGS technologies. In presented review, the focus is put on the methodologies used, sequencing

error rate and finding complexities of the corresponding algorithms. The current advancement in

NGS technologies presents various challenges e.g. building of computational bioinformatics

tools to handle the operations of large amounts of data efficiently. This section of research thesis

has presented a comprehensive review of genome sequence short reads error correction

algorithms. Based on the analysis of comprehensive review concluded that Illumina / Solexa

sequencing algorithms mostly focused on substitution errors, while due to low error rates and

longer reads the Roche/454 sequencers algorithms have little focused on sequencing error(s).

The introduction of high-throughput sequencing technologies and improvement in sequence

platforms i.e. Ion Torrent has changed the traditional way of insertion and deletion in

sequencing. So, concluded that the existing methods are not efficient for new technologies and

improvement is required.

It is necessary and important to utilize maximally and construe short reads sequencing to

achieve the potential advantages of NGS. Novel bioinformatics tools are needed that can handle

the operations (data storage & management) of the massive amount of data efficiently.

Moreover, high-performance computing and intensive bioinformatics tools are also required to

be developed. Successful alignment and assembly of sequence short reads to the reference

genome is the most significant footprint of NGS technology. However, efficient alignment of

short read sequences to a reference genome is a cumbersome and challenging task; especially the

development of novel algorithms to deal with reads alignment errors and ambiguities. Therefore,
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it is essential to build distributed-memory parallel computational algorithms with the ability to

support simultaneous estimation of error parameters, better memory management, and data flow.

In addition, it is also important to design such algorithms that distinguish errors from

polymorphism.
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4. HaShRECA: Hadoop Based Short Read Error Correction Algorithm

4.1 . Introduction

This chapter describes the developed algorithm HaShRECA (Hadoop Based Short Read

Error Correction Algorithm) and the methods used in its development. The algorithm is

presented next to methods.  It also describes the datasets used in experiments. The chapter is

concluded with detail results and discussion.

4.2 . HaShRECA

Unfortunately, the computation processes of the algorithms presented in literature review

section are somehow slow and require large memory for the amounts of reads produced with

NGS technologies. It is essential to develop new algorithms that speed up the processes, require

less memory and achieve higher accuracy rate as well. This research presents a new algorithm

called HaShRECA based on a probabilistic analysis of reads using Hadoop-MapReduce

framework. The algorithm runs in both serial and parallel modes. Experiment results analysis

show that HaShRECA is more accurate, time and space efficient as compared to previous

algorithms. To describe HaShRECA in detail let first discussed the methods used.

4.3 . Methods

4.2.1. Reads and suffix tries

The search time is reduced by preprocessing the reads as explained next. Consider the reads

to be a set of N strings, each starting at position i of the read string running to the k characters

from the end, where k is the length of the pattern to be sought. A trie is then constructed from

this set of strings. To search, whether a pattern occurs in the string according to the pattern bits

or not, proceed down the trie from the root, going left on 0 and right on 1. If an empty external

node is found, the pattern does not exist in the string; if the pattern is retrieved on an internal

node, it is in the string; and if an external node is found, then remainder of the pattern is

compared to the reads represented in the external node to determine and confirm that there is a
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match[107, 108]. The results analysis shows that a string search requires a constant time log (N)

bit inspections on the average. This is a significant improvement over the cost of the previous

algorithms in situations where the initial cost of building the trie can be justified. For parallel

execution, trie is used to find multiple patterns in reads as discussed next. First construct trie

from the pattern strings. Then for each position i in the read, start at the top of the trie and match

bases in the read while proceeding down the trie, going left for 0s in the string and right for 1s

simultaneously. If the external node is not empty, then the search is successful and shows that

one of the reads represented by the trie is found which starts at position i in the string. If the

external node is empty, then none of the strings in the trie starts at ith position, so the read counter

can be incremented to i+1 and the process restarts at the top of the trie. The analysis shows that

this requires O(NlogM) bit inspections. On the average, the trie corresponding to N bit reads has

external path of length ~NlogN. So the mean number of internal nodes is asymptotic to (1/ln2 ±

10-5) N [109].

4.2.2. Hash map tables

Hash map table is a data structure to map keys to values and is well suited for a large number

of entries as is the case with NGS data. Let l be the total length of read and S is the set of

sequences. The si read sequences and their hash keys denoted as c(s) are stored in a hash table.

For reference to all entries and perfect match, it requires s set of hash keys denoted by k and 1

to n mismatches are expressed as given in Equation 4.1 below:( ) = ⋃ ( )| ∈Ni(s) (4.1)

Where, |Kn(s)| is the key’s number and less than the number of sequences, referred to the

expression given in equation 4.2:∑ i( ) (4.2)

In particular, the expected number of 1-mismatch keys denoted by K1(s) and its values are

30.25 and 6.625 subjected to the condition if the length of s ranges from 21 to 5 respectively.

The perfect number of sequences with 1-mismatch is 1 + 5C1 × 3, where C is coverage. This fact

reduces the number of hash keys to 30.25/64 = 47.7% and 6.625/16 = 4 1.4% respectively [110].

Choosing k out of the N keys; the hash value of these keys is given to the list with probability
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1/M, and the other N-k keys do not hash to the given list with probability 1 – (1/M). In terms of

α=N/M, the expression becomes as given in equation 4.3 below:

	 k 1 − N-K
(4.3)

The probability shows that a list has more than t α keys, and is bounded by the quantity (α

e/t) e- α. This probability is small for practical ranges as an example, if the average length of the

list is 10, the probability that will hash to list with more than 20 keys on it is less than (10 e/2)2 e

–10 0.0084, and if the average length of the lists is 20, the probability that hash to list with

more than 40 keys and it is less than (20 e/2)2 0.0000016. Thus, it is clear that if given α is a

constant then the average length of the list increases with log N / log log N [111].

4.2.3. MapReduce

MapReduce is the Hadoop’s functional programming model and is specially designed for

process parallelization [112]. The basic operational unit of MapReduce programming model is

key-value pair denoted as <key k; value v>, where key and value both are binary strings. The

execution operation for each pair has three stages i.e. map, shuffle and reduce. In mapping stage,

the Mapper class accepts input as a single <key k; value v> pair and generate new <key k; value

v> pairs as output. It is essential to map operation stateless, i.e. it operates on only one pair

concurrently to allow parallelization. In the shuffle stage, underlying system forwards all the

values that correspond to an individual key of the same machine. For example, an automated

process that is invisible to the programmer. In the reducer stage, all the values having a single

key k generate a multi-set of <key k; value v> pairs with the same k. This shows the aspect of

MapReduce computational model that all the map operations must be completed prior to begin

the reduce stage [113, 114].

4.2.4. Probabilistic model

Genome sequence reads are the sets of letters from bases i.e. A, C, T, G and one unknown

character N. Read is a random set of samples from the target genome. Suppose, if r reads vary

between m_min to m_max in length, and if the ith length read is represented by li, then the whole

length L can be represented as given in Equation 4.4 below:
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r

=r

liL
1

(4.4)

Sequence reads may contain one or more substitution, insertion, and deletion errors. If the

maximum estimated error rate is denoted as e, then there will exist at most mie number of

errors for the read having length li. Coverage is defined as the predictable number of times a

position of the genome is sequenced. The error correction relies on the high coverage of the

reads; therefore to generate high probability each position of the genome is sequenced many

times. Due to inefficient data availability for inference of the corrected sequence, the lower

coverage regions cannot be corrected. [45, 115].

For probabilistic model, it is assumed that the sequencing errors occur separately and

independently with constant probability denoted as pe. If xm represent the misread as xl, then its

probability is expressed as pe(xm,xl). This produces the symmetric misread probabilities as given

in equation 4.5 below derived [48].

If the pair
β)(αqi ,

represents the probability of base nucleotide α at ith position and is misread

or read as nucleotide β with the property described as in Equation 4.6 below derived from [87].

Then the probability of misreads can be modified as given in equation 4. 7 derived from [48].

Correction set of reads is defined with the probabilistic model as described next. Suppose

that the actual nucleotides of the genome sequence fragment are denoted by the series given in

equation 4.8 below derived from [16].
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The observed nucleotides are denoted by the series as given in equation 4.9 given below from

[16].

The observed nucleotides are processed with conditional probability using Bayes’ rule as

given in equation 4.10 below derived from [16].

Then the probability of nucleotide at ith position is given in equation 4.11 below [16].

Where, qi denotes quality value [16].

If the probability function Eq(x,y) depict that xth nucleotide of the base call y at quality value

q generate sequencing error, then equation 4.12 will become Equation 4.13 as given below

derived from[16].

Thus, the Bernoulli trail’s success probability is equal to ai/n. And if W(m,i) and Ki number

of trails are binomially distributed as expressed in equation 4.14 given below derived from [79].

Thus, expected value of W(m,i) and variance is as given in equations 4.15 & 4.16

respectively derived from [79].
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By applying the linearity property of expectation the expression becomes as given in

equation 4.17 below derived from [79].

Let W(m,i) represent different i and m independent variables then it becomes as given in

equation 4.18 below derived from [92].

Then we have to correct nodes whose weight is less than that obtains from equation 4.19

derived from [79].

Where α is the strictness parameter. Then the correction of associated errors is performed.

Figure 4.1. Block Diagram of HaShRECA
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4.4 . Algorithm

All error correction algorithms are based on the same general concept that reads with errors

are infrequent and their occurrences are random so they can be detected by counting the reads in

the assembly pool.

HaShRECA is based on a probabilistic model, utilizes the suffix trie and harnesses Hadoop

MapReduce framework. These are the steps taken to perform error correction in genome

assembly program. It accepts input of short read sequences, in first step apply N filter to

eliminate the unknown character N from reads and also record their position for later use. Then

builds suffix trie based on a probabilistic model that use Hash Maps to detect errors, Then Maps

(Distributes) the read segments for correction using Hadoop mapreduce framework. At last

errors are corrected, if some errors are not corrected so discard them to free up the memory.

Based on above reasoning this section proposes an algorithm called HaShRECA, which

works as follows. Given a sequence of genome g having reads denoted as r1,r2,r3,…ri , where

each read has length l. Both g and ri belong to the set of DNA bases denoted as ∑* =A, C, G, T*.

Let Γ denote the multi-set consists of sequencing reads and their reverse complements. The

Coverage ‘c’ defined as c = l × r/n, where n is the number of reads. The corrections rely on

sufficient coverage, i.e. if two errors are found at a position of the coverage, then it is not

possible to find the correct base out of these two. Therefore, coverage greater than two is

required to perform successful error correction. In the first step, the suffix trie is built from reads

and their reverse complements based on the probabilistic model presented in above section,

which utilizes hash map table to store the reads for error detection and correction. It is different

from k-mer used in other correction algorithms, because it harnesses the Hadoop functional

programming model MapReduce for parallelization, as discussed next.

The input consists of pairs of the form <key k; value v>, where both k and v g. In the

initialization stage reducer function is denoted as R= n1- . Partition is then done into segments S

and represented as S= (n ). Total number t of S is denoted as t= R/S. Two hash map tables are

then built, i.e. hmp1, hmp2. In map stage for each input < key k; value v>, produce output <rnd;(

k,v)> where rnd is chosen randomly from the reducers in segments Shmp1(i). In the reduce stage,

the input is <hmp1 ((1)(r1(t1),k1),…,(ri(ti),ki))> and forms the partition of input reads. The reducer

computes output as <hmp2 (i);fi(Si)>, where fi is the frequency of S.
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HaShRECA predicts real segments from hash map tables through utilization of similarities

among mapped values to achieve higher accuracy and greater performance. It uses both

approximate and non-exact matching, depends on the suitability of particular matching as

discussed; if the first mismatch occurs between xi and yi+j bounded by the condition 0 < i < m,

then x0 … i-1 = y j … i+j-1 =u subjected to a = xi ≠ y i+j = b.  Shifting is done by trying to match

prefix v of the pattern with suffixes of reads u. In addition, to avoid a subsequent mismatch the

letter following prefix v in the pattern must be different. The delay of comparison is bounded by

log (m), where is the golden ratio and (1 5) / 2   [104]. After one shift the comparison

can be repeated between characters next to xi and yi+j without missing any occurrence of x in y

while avoiding backtrack on the reads. L Length and N number of reads are executed in O (L)

time and O (SrN) space complexities respectively. The threshold τ is defined for erroneous reads;

thus, another hash map table <hmp3> is used to store reads with frequency values less or equal to

τ. In each round, a read is selected from the set of erroneous reads, and used to produce a pattern

p from the current erroneous reads. The p that achieves highest frequency value is called as

corrected. The generalized suffix trie method generates extra branching due to insertions and

deletions in the reads. By deleting the Γ the insertion can be corrected subjected to the sub-tries

rooted at the children of low weight. Subsequently, the associated siblings of low weight nodes

that correspond to it are merged together. Following that, comparison of sub-tries takes place to

find the solution. If for correction of a low weight node the deletion is feasible and if such

siblings are found that contain reads rooted at next level of the low weight node, then it is

confirmed that erroneous nodes will be corrected by deletion. This is followed by a search for the

reads rooted at the erroneous node whose suffixes are in it, hence may be deleted. If reads with

insertion error(s) are found, they corrected by deleting the bases. Subsequently, undetected reads

are discarded to free up the memory.

4.5 . Datasets

HaShRECA is evaluated using several benchmark datasets of different read lengths, the

genome size, and coverage. These datasets have been previously used in error correction

algorithms and assembly as well [11, 88-90]. The datasets are evaluated based on runtime,

memory usage and quality. These datasets are used for evaluation of proposed and other
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algorithms selected for comparative analysis. These datasets are obtained from NCBI database

and summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Benchmark datasets used for evaluation

Data

Set

Accession

Number

NCBI

Reference

Reference

Genome

Genome

Length

Read

Length

Number

of Reads

Number of

Base Pairs

Coverage

D1 SRX000429 NC_000913.1 E.coli 36 4,639,675 36 20,816,448 749,392,128 157.04

D2 SRR022918 NC_000913.1 E.coli 47 4,771,872 47 14,408,630 677,205,610 141.92

D3 SRX100885 PRJNA128 S.cerevisiae 12,416,363 76 52,061,664 3,956,686,464 318.67

D4 SRR022866 NC_003923.1 S.aureus 2,901,156 76 25,551,716 1,941,930,416 669.36

4.6 . Evaluation Measures

All algorithms are analyzed using the following parameters acuracy rate, time and space

complexity. For validity and verification the algorithms are evaluated with other parametrs as

well, defined as True Positive (TP) shows any erroneous base that is changed to true base, False

Positive (FP) shows that any true base changed wrongly, True Negative (TN) means that any true

base left unchanged, and False Negative (FN) shows that any erroneous base left unchanged. The

percentage of erroneous bases are removed from the dataset in post-correction process based on,

Sensitivity =TP/ (TP+FN), Specificity =TN/ (TN+FP) and Gain= (TP-FP)/ (TP+ FN). The best

method generates Gain value approaching to 1 but in cases where its value becomes negative,

more errors are generated and less correction is achieved. Erroneous Base Assignment (EBA) is

used for error correction based on the number of errors. The number of errors is denoted by ne

hence EBA = ne/ (TP + ne) which represents the ability of the algorithm to correct an erroneous

base to true base. Identification is defined as whether read contains error or not. The Correction

means that identified errors are actually corrected. The Accuracy is achieved by accurate

correction of errors and separation of erroneous reads from the correct reads. Correct Corrections
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(CC) show correct reads from the original erroneous reads. Incorrect Corrections (IC) show the

erroneous bases from original erroneous bases. Errors Unchanged (EU) means no change from

original erroneous bases. Errors Introduced (EI) means erroneous bases from original correct

bases [6, 16, 53].

As the other algorithms has been tested and analyzed for various parameters presented in

literature review’s section with detailed results and discussion. The HaShRECA is also tested for

consistency with these parameters i.e. TP, FN, FP, TN, Sensitivity, Specificity and Gain. The

experimental results are validated and verified based these observed quantified results. The

improvements with respect to time, memory and accuracy are discussed in next section.

Table 4.2. Errors correction comparison with respect to error correction in percentage

Dataset HiTEC Reptile SHREC RACER HaShRECA

D1 82.90 0.05 76.30 85.93 89.12

D2 17.53 0.02 16.98 55.46 61.32

D3 0.21 10.31 9.45 12.29 14.33

D4 0.04 0.04 0.08 30.01 32.41

Table 4.3. Time complexity comparison with respect to time taken in Seconds per Megabytes (sec/MB)

Dataset HiTEC Reptile SHREC RACER HaShRECA

D1 12.30 5.90 18.82 2.01 1.90

D2 11.31 6.34 23.24 4.52 4.31

D3 1.90 7.25 25.30 3.15 2.50

D4 1.80 15.03 34.46 4.10 3.18
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Table 4.4. Space complexity comparison with respect to memory usage in Megabytes per Run (MB/Run)

Dataset
HiTEC Reptile SHREC RACER HaShRECA

D1 20.34 2.45 53.31 2.93 2.56

D2 20.98 3.10 56.76 10.06 8.42

D3 21.64 2.21 19.21 2.13 1.05

D4 20.65 5.20 5.04 3.18 2.48

Figure 4.2. Increase in accuracy rate over HiTEC, Reptile, SHREC and RACER
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Figure 4.3. Time efficiency of HaShRECA over HiTEC, Reptile, SHREC and RACER

Figure 4.4. Space efficiency of HaShRECA over HiTEC, Reptile, SHREC and RACER
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4.7 . Results and Discussion

Experiments are performed in both serial and parallel modes. All experiments are carried out

on an Intel (R) Core i7 computer having 8 Cores (2.84 GHz) CPUs, 16 GB of memory and 1 TB

local storage running on 64-bit instruction set kernel Linux (Ubuntu 11.04) OS. HaShRECA is

compared with recently developed algorithms, HiTEC, Reptile, SHREC and RACER. All

algorithms are evaluated on datasets presented in table 1; where evaluation is based on error

correction rate in (%), time complexity in sec/MB, and space complexity in MB consumed per

run. The results are given in table 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.

Table 4.2 describes clear and quantified values of error correction rate for comparative

analysis. These facts show that HiTEC achieves higher accuracy rate on dataset D1 as compare

to other datasets D2, D3 and D4. The Reptile achieves higher accuracy rate on dataset D3 as

compare to other dataset D1, D2 and D4. The SHREC achieves higher accuracy rate on dataset

D1 over the other datasets. The RACER achieves higher accuracy rate on dataset D1 as compare

to other datasets. However, the Racer has better performance than HiTEC, SHREC and Reptile

on all datasets. The HaShRECA’s error correction rate is higher than all previous algorithms for

all datasets.

The Figure 4.1 shows the accuracy rate of HaShRECA versus HiTEC, Reptile, RACER and

SHREC. Its analysis shows that HaShRECA has ~7%, ~71%, ~98% and ~99% higher accuracy

rate for D1, D2, D3, and D4 respectively and ~69.20% cumulative increase in accuracy over

HiTEC. Comparison with Reptile shows ~99.9%, ~99.9%, ~28.05% and ~29.8% improvement in

accuracy over data sets D1, D2, D3 and D4 respectively and ~81.96% cumulative increase in

accuracy for HaShRECA. Comparative analysis with Racer shows ~14.3%, ~72.3%, ~34.0% and

~99.75% higher accuracy over it and ~55.13% cumulative increase in accuracy. HaShRECA has

~3.57%, ~9.5%, ~14.3% and ~7.04% higher accuracy as compare to SHREC for data sets D1,

D2, D3 and D4 respectively and ~8.66% cumulative increase in accuracy.

The varying behavior of accuracy rate w.r.t length of datasets is due to different nature of

genomic data, inconsistent occurrence of errors, varying rate of error occurrence, different

coverage, read length, complexity of rich repeat genomes and number of base pairs in each

sequencing read.
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Table 4.3 shows the time complexity in discrete quantified values. It is clear that the HiTEC

takes less time on dataset D4 over other datasets. The Reptile takes less time on dataset D1 as

compare to other datasets. The SHREC also takes less time on dataset D1 over the others. The

RACER also consumes less time on dataset D1 as compare to other datasets. However, the

RACER takes less time as compared to HiTEC, Reptile and SHREC. The HaShRECA time

complexity is much better than all other algorithms on all datasets.

Figure 4.2 presents the time efficiency of HaShRECA over HiTEC, Reptile, SHREC and

RACER. Its analysis shows that HaShRECA is ~ 84.55%, ~61.89%, ~78.99% and ~73.05%

efficient for data sets D1, D2, D3 and D4 respectively and ~ 74.62% efficient cumulatively.

Comparison with Reptile shows efficiency of ~67.80%, ~32.02%, ~65.52% and ~78.84% for

data sets D1, D2, D3 and D4 respectively and ~61.04 % cumulatively. Comparison with SHREC

shows efficiency of ~89.90%, ~81.45%, ~90.12% and ~90.77% for data sets D1, D2, D3 and D4

respectively and ~88.06% cumulatively. HaShRECA is ~5.47%, ~4.65%, ~20.63% and ~22.44%

efficient than RACER for data sets D1, D2, D3 and D4 respectively and ~13.30% cumulatively.

The varying behavior of HaShRECA in time consumptions occurred due to different number

of base pairs, genome length and number of reads. Because the probabilistic model calculates the

estimated values based on weighted observations of suffix trie built from sequencing reads.

Moreover, as HaShRECA harnesses Hadoop MapReduce framework it also make sense that on

larger datasets the efficiency increases while for smaller datasets the efficiency degrades.

Table 4.4 describes the quantified results of space complexity of tested algorithms. It is clear

that Reptile consumes less memory on processing dataset D1 and D2 as compare to other

datasets. The Cumulative comparison shows that HaShRECA consumes less memory on dataset

D3 and D4.

Figure 4.3 presents the space efficiency of HaShRECA over HiTEC, Reptile, SHREC and

RACER. Its analysis shows that HaShRECA is ~87.41%, ~85.70%, ~95.15% and ~87.99%

space efficient than HiTEC for data sets D1, D2, D3 and D4 respectively and ~89.06 %

cumulatively. Comparison with Reptile shows ~5.19%, ~3.23%, ~52.49% and ~52.31% space

efficiency for data sets D1, D2, D3 and D4 respectively and ~28.30% cumulatively. HaShRECA

is ~95.20%, ~94.71%, ~94.53%, and ~50.79% efficient from SHREC for data sets D1, D2, D3

and D4 respectively and ~83.81% cumulatively. While ~12.63%, ~70.18%, ~50.70% and
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~22.01% space efficient than RACER over data sets D1, D2, D3 and D4 respectively and

~38.33% cumulatively.

The HaShRECA also makes use of run time compression using a special techniques i.e. binary

compression or segment based compression that utilizes a statistical model. The statistical model

is based on counting principles of nucleotide bases. These techniques are discussed with detail in

SeqCompress algorithm. Doing so with varying nature of genomic data the memory management

behaves differently. This is due to non-uniqueness patterns and behavior of these genomic data.

Moreover, overall results analysis and assumptions show that HaShRECA has higher error

correction rate, faster execution and also consumes less memory. Novelty of HaShRECA is that

it deals with all types of errors i.e. Substitutions, Insertions, Deletion and the unknown character

N elimination. It make of use the suffix trie with Hash Maps to fast error detection. The

utilization of Hadoop MapReduce that distributes the processes according to availability of

processing power and memory. The low memory consumption is also a novel feature by the use

of special algorithm SeqCompress.

However, it has also some weakness like, Lack facility of automatic parameter selection, Lack

facility of distinguishing sequencing errors from polymorphism, Lack support to deal with RNA

datasets

4.8 . Summary

Next generation high throughput sequencing technologies changing the way sequencing is

done at significantly lower cost and also presents the most important bioinformatics research

challenges. Novel bioinformatics tools are needed that can handle the operations of a massive

amount of data efficiently. The main objective and goal of this research thesis is to present an

efficient algorithm for short read error correction in high-throughput sequencing technologies

while using commodity hardware. This research proposes a novel algorithm HaShRECA for

short read errors correction in high-throughput sequencing technologies. After numerous test

cases performed with different configurations, HaShRECA presents significantly higher

accuracy and efficiency as compared to existing algorithms. A detailed statistical analysis and

parallel processing using Hadoop-MapReduce made it possible to efficiently analyze the large

amounts of data produced that exploit the advantages of NGS technologies. This is achieved by
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simultaneously estimating error parameters and performing a fast computation. In particular,

HaShRECA is well suited and applicable for the high-throughput short read sequencing.

Hadoop-MapReduce framework has the unique ability to handle large datasets. This is how

HaShRECA is able to handle large datasets via better memory management of Hadoop-

MapReduce. The results are satisfactory in practical cases when applied for error correction.
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5. Distributed Parallel Architecture of HaShRECA

5.1. Introduction

The emerging increase in biological data directly increases the demand of rapid processing of

these data. Numbers of existing applications in computational biology used for genome

assembly, microarray analysis, phylogenetic tree inference, analysis are time consuming and

need the focus of researchers to speed up the processes. Various techniques have been

adopted to address that problem but still need more sophisticated solutions. Hadoop-

MapReduce is a programming model that supports both distributed computing and

multithreaded operations across the available nodes (active nodes in cluster). It is based on

the concept of functional programming framework, where data is passed to functions as

parameters or return variable values. The programming model of mapreduce is organized as

‘map’ and ‘reduce’ functions; where map function is responsible for the transformation of

data into key-value pairs and cumulative result are collected with reduce function. The

illustration and detail about mapreduce operations are presented in chapter 2. The figure 5.1

shows that in map stage the input data is divided into small segments corresponding to the

number of available mappers. Each mapper operation of the framework generate number of

Key value pairs as output, consequently it is classified before inputting to reducer phase.

Despite from that, it is challenging to manage data distribution in distributed environment,

and increase in biological data is obvious. To cope with this problem Hadoop framework

uses Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), which is flexible and fault tolerant. HDFS

handle large amounts of data files with consistent and flexible read\write operations. Each

data file is divided into segments (chunks), and stored on multiple data nodes across cluster

as local operating system files. The architecture of the developed framework is shown in the

figure 5.1.

Rest of the chapter describes the distributed architecture of HaShRECA and its

implementation in detail. The chapter concluded with performance evaluation of the

HaShRECA based on results obtained from test experiments.
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Figure 5.1 Architecture of Hadoop Cluster

5.2. Distributed Architecture Implementation

The distributed architecture is composed of Hadoop based cluster framework. In this frame

work a node is designated as server known as NameNode. The NameNode is responsible for

storing the keep track information of all file directory structure and the placement of read

segments. The NameNode is the centralized control point and controls all the activities. The

storage node known as DataNode reports all its read segments to the NameNode at startup. All

the input reads have their own version numbers that update with a specified interval. Therefore,

if any of the read segments at a data node crashes for some period of time, then these crashed

segments are collected as garbage latterly. In order to read a file, the client Application

Programming Interface (API) calculates indexed segment on the offset of the pointer and send a

request to the NameNode. The name node replies back notifying that which data node has a copy

of that segment. After this, the client directly contacts to the data node instead of going via
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NameNode. In order to write a file, the client API first contacts with the NameNode. The

NameNode nominates a replica as primary. The NameNode replies notifying the primary and

secondary replicas. The client distributes its information to all DataNodes. The modification

information is temporally resides in a buffer of each DataNode. After these changes, the client

sends a request ‘commit’ determining an order to update the changes, then forwards this order to

all others. All changes in metadata are written to log file ‘operation’ at NameNode. This log file

is kept safe because it is important in recovery of the view of NameNode, if crashed.  The

NameNode regularly record the check points to a file in order to maintain its persistent state.

These check points file is also saved for restoring the last state of NameNode, in the case of

failure.

When the client program submits a job configuration to a Job-Tracker then execution starts.

The map, combine and reduce functions are configured in job configuration stage this stage also

includes setting of input\output paths. From the input path the Job-Tracker determines the

number of splits as size of splits\segments in MB. On the basis of these information Task-

Trackers are selected. Each Task-Tracker receives request for job and extracts input data from

the map stage operations. For each read segment the input format invoked is provided by the user

in map function that generates a number of key-value pairs in buffer. By invoking the combine

operation, a periodically wake up call sort the buffer entries into different reducer nodes. The

key-value pairs are stored in local reducer files. The Task-Tracker notifies the Job-Tracker upon

completion of map task. The Job-Tracker notifies the selected Task-Trackers to start the reduce

stage operations, when all the Task-Trackers complete its operations. Each Task-Tracker

remotely read the files regions and for each key sort out the key-value pairs. It then invokes the

reduce function to collect the key and its aggregated value into the output file for each reducer

node. The graphical illustration of distributed architecture implementation is shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Distributed Flow of HaShRECA

5.3. Performance Evaluation

HaShRECA is evaluated on a variety of configurations for mapping different reads to a

reference genome having few differences in base pairs. These experiments are also performed on

datasets shown in Table 4.1. Three test clusters are used for computation and speedup analysis.
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These clusters comprised of 8, 16 and 32 compute nodes (Core™ 2 Duo) respectively, each node

had 2 cores (2.0 GHz) CPUs, 4GB of local memory and 320 GB of storage. All nodes were

running on 64-bit instruction set kernel Linux (Ubuntu 11.04) OS and hadoop-0.20.2.

To assess the performance evaluation of distributed implementation the experimental results

are analyzed. Concluded that HaShRECA error correction rate remains same as for serial mode,

while results show that HaShRECA speeds up for all data sets as presented next. The table 5.1

shows the errors correction comparison of HaShRECA with others in percentage values. It is

clear that the error correction rate of HaShRECA is higher than all others. For improvement

analysis it first take serial mode time of HaShRECA and compare with its distributed mode i.e.

analysis show that distributed version of presented algorithm is ~ 3 times faster per MB than

standalone version. Moreover, results analysis show that distributed version speeds up ~ 6.5, ~

3.4, ~5.0 and ~7.8 times faster than SHREC algorithm for data sets D1, D2, D3 and D4

respectively. While comparative analysis with RACER show that presented algorithm is ~ 0.50,

~0.61, 0.38 and ~ 0.26 times faster for data sets D1, D2, D3 and D4 respectively. The average

analysis show that distributed HaShRECA takes ~80 % less time per MB than SHREC and

~26% less time per MB than RACER. These results are presented in table 5.2 and 5.3

respectively.

Fig 5.3 shows percent increase in error correction rate of HaShRECA against RACER for

datasets D1, D2, D3 and D4, i.e. 3.71%, 10.56%, 16.59% and 7.9% respectively in serial mode;

and 3.96%, 10.82%, 17.07 and 22.58% in parallel mode, respectively.

.    Fig 5.4 shows percent decrease in  time of HaShRECA against RACER for datasets D1,

D2, D3 and D4 i.e.5.47%, 4.64%, 20.63% and 22.43% respectively in serial mode, while

13.46%, 11.42%,35.78% and 46.79% in parallel mode, respectively.

Fig 5.5 shows percent decrease in memory consumption of HaShRECA against RACER for

datasets D1, D2, D3 and D4 i.e. 12.62%,16.30%,50.70% and 22.01% respectively in serial mode,

while 39.83%,19.62%,50.46% and 44.14% respectively in parallel mode.

As time and speed are inversely proportional, therefore results are plotted in terms of

speedup versus number of cores. The speedup in figure 5.6 and figure 5.7 show the results of test

cases for datasets D1, D2, D3 and D4. Implementation of Hadoop-MapReduce framework shows

higher efficiency for larger datasets; as both figures 5.5 and 5.6 show that speedup achieved on
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D4 is greater among all datasets. The speedup became smaller as number of reads decreases; i.e.

D1, D3 and D2 respectively. Hadoop-MapReduce framework provides the facility to specify the

number of processors that execute mapreduce functions. Both functions run on different nodes

and each point indicates the number of processors used for mapreduce functions respectively.

HaShRECA makes use of all the processors in active nodes. The network overhead and

distribution of data over HDFS has minimal impact on the overall performance.

Table 5.1. Errors correction comparison with respect to error correction in percentage

Dataset SHREC RACER HaShRECA

D1 76.09 85.70 89.10

D2 15.87 55.32 61.31

D3 7.90 12.24 14.33

D4 0.06 26.43 32.40

Table 5.2. Time complexity comparison respect to time taken in Seconds per Megabytes

Dataset SHREC RACER HaShRECA

D1 5.89 1.04 0.90

D2 6.32 2.10 1.86

D3 6.04 1.90 1.22

D4 8.43 2.03 1.08
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Table 5.3. Space complexity comparison with respect to memory usage in Megabytes per Run

Dataset SHREC RACER HaShRECA

D1 143.12 3.54 2.13

D2 147.08 11.72 9.42

D3 28.51 2.14 1.06

D4 24.86 3.33 1.86

Figure 5.3. Improvement analysis of HaShRECA vs RACER for all datasets in both serial and parallel modes
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Figure 5.4. Improvement analysis of HaShRECA vs RACER for all datasets in both serial and parallel modes

Figure 5.5. Improvement analysis of HaShRECA vs RACER for all datasets in both serial and parallel modes
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Figure 5.6. Speed up analysis

Figure 5.7. Cumulative speed up analysis
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5.4. Summary

The Apache Hadoop allows the distributed processing of large datasets across clusters of

computers using programming model MapReduce. Hadoop-MapReduce framework has a unique

ability to handle large datasets while using commodity hardware. This is how HaShRECA is able

to handle large datasets via better memory management of Hadoop-MapReduce framework on

utilizing commodity hardware. The results are satisfactory in practical cases when applied for

error(s) correction.
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6. Conclusion and Future Directions

6.1 . Introduction

This chapter describes the strengths and weaknesses, industrial and academic benefits and the

detail conclusion of research thesis presented and concludes the thesis with future research

directions.

6.2 . Strengths and Weaknesses

From results analysis it is concluded that HaShRECA is comparatively much better. Its

strengths are that it runs on commodity hardware, have achieved improved accuracy rate,

performs faster execution, has low memory requirement, it deals with different datasets, supports

distributed operations ( in terms of both Memory & CPU) and it has better speedup.

However it has also some weakness like, lack facility of automatic parameter selection, lack

facility of distinguishing sequencing errors from polymorphism, lack support to deal with RNA

datasets.

6.3 . Industrial and Academic Benefits

Based on above reasoning and discussion a microchip based on DNA information called

BioChip can be developed. Which will be embedded on CNIC or employee Service Card to store

Cell Phone Number, Passport Number, CNIC Number, Social Security Number, Income Tax

Number, Bank Account Number, Insurance Number, HR Number, Vote Number and some other

information about particular individuals. The BioChip will ultimately help in tracing persons in

less amount of time with high accuracy.

6.4 . Conclusion

Advances in NGS technologies and increase in biological data pose many challenges for

bioinformatics researchers. Efficient analysis of huge data is one such challenge. This research
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thesis has presented a detailed analysis of algorithms of short read error(s) correction. On the

basis of this analysis and experimental results concluded that some algorithms have focused on

substitution errors, whereas others have focused on short read errors. Some algorithms are

designed for Illumina / Solexa sequencers, whereas the other algorithms are designed for

Roche/454 sequencers. Recent technologies e.g. Ion Torrent have introduced insertion and

deletions and thus changed the way of short read errors correction. Existing methods are not

efficient for new technology. It is essential to use characteristics of short reads in order to take

advantage of NGS technologies. The developed tools must have the ability to analyse the huge

amount of data generated by NGS technology machines. Improvements may include use of High

Performance Computing (HPC) for intensive biological problems. An important factor in

analysing NGS data is to align and assemble short reads against a reference genome. Due to the

presence of ambiguity and alignment errors, it is a challenging issue. Therefore, it is necessary to

develop parallel and distributed application to speedup the processes effectively.

Next generation high throughput sequencing technologies changing the way sequencing is

done at significantly lower cost and also presents the most important bioinformatics research

challenges. Novel bioinformatics tools are needed that can handle the operations of massive

amount of data efficiently. The main objective of this thesis is to develop an algorithm that

efficiently correct short read errors in high throughput sequencing data. A novel algorithm called

HaShRECA is presented for short read errors correction in high-throughput sequencing

technologies. After numerous test cases performed with different configurations, HaShRECA

presents significantly higher accuracy and efficiency as compared to existing algorithms. A

detailed statistical analysis and parallel processing using Hadoop-MapReduce made it possible to

efficiently analyze the large amounts of data produced that exploit the advantages of NGS

technologies. This is achieved by simultaneously estimating error parameters and performing fast

computation. In particular, HaShRECA is well suited and applicable for the high-throughput

short-reads sequencing. Hadoop-MapReduce framework has a unique ability to handle large

datasets. This is how HaShRECA is able to handle large datasets via better memory management

of Hadoop-MapReduce. The results are satisfactory in practical cases when applied for error

correction.
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6.5 . Future Research Directions

Large volumes of genomic data and geographically diverse locations are the main hurdles of

desktop computers to processes such data efficiently. Distributed and the cluster computing both

are attractive approaches for this purpose [116]. Many existing tools such as BLAST, FASTA,

etc can be implemented on parallel and distributed platforms [117]. This thesis focused on the

distributed parallel computing while utilizing commodity hardware and Apache Hadoop-

MapReduce framework.

The current generation of research and technology usage based on computers is generating

large amounts of data. With the advent of internet, and wireless technologies, this data needs to

be transmitted, received and stored in huge amounts. A few of the sources that can be mentioned

are social media websites, astronomical telescopes, and DNA sequencing machines [118] . The

information available can be utilized to make intelligent decisions that will pave forward the way

to scientific discoveries in the field of medicine as well as provide new business opportunities in

all sciences that use the computing devices. However, the challenge is to manage, capture, store

and analyze the data.

Cloud computing technologies have been applied in many fields where managing the data is

a major hurdle [119]. It has made possible to analyze large data sets in scalable and cost effective

ways [118]. There are number of platforms currently available that can store data on distributed

file systems, and support scalable, fault tolerant processing as well. One of the bottlenecks

remains the fact that before any processing can be done, this large amount of data has to be

uploaded, that causes data transfer latencies and contributes to the cost of storage [118]. Cloud

computing has established its worth is geospatial sciences, wherein the workflow mainly

involves data storage and processing [119-121]. Cloud computing clusters have been used to find

tropical cyclones [122], and for geospatial editing [123].  GIS is also an area where applications

have been developed for spatial data analysis [124], with a framework known as MapReduce. A

variety of other frameworks have also been utilized for GIS including Amazon EC2 [125]

Google App [126], and Hadoop [127].

A lot of research work is being done in the area of Bioinformatics, as the power of computing

has increased manifold and has become cost effective. The Gene based drug design is possible

because of analyzing biological data and genetic information. DNA sequences study and
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sequence matching has become much a faster and algorithm design in this area is also gaining

interest. DNA sequencing is getting cheaper at a much faster rate than data storage and

computation. That is one of the reasons; genome informatics is ready to migrate to the cloud

[128].

Recent advances in high throughput technologies microscopy, bioinformatics, and genomic

research results in massive distributed, unstructured, semi-structured, multimedia and

collaborative data. The wealth of data has provided us many opportunities as well as challenges.

Biological databases are large volume of sequences, structures and concepts without

conventional data modeling practices.  Knowledge discovery is challenging due to unavailability

of standard data management capabilities such as data indexing, sharing and hashing [129].

An article is published in peer reviewed internationally recognized conference as a step

towards the future research direction available from [55].
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